Abstract: This note tries to provide a patch work for the paper of Chang Dye and Chuang (published in Yugoslav Journal of Operational Research 2002, number 1, 73-84). Their paper contains an important finding of smoothly connected property that can very dramatically simplify the solution procedure of many inventory models with ramp type demand and trapezoidal type demand. Our improvement will arouse attention of the researchers and help them apply their important findings in the pending research projects.
INTRODUCTION
Hill [1] was the original researcher to develop an inventory model with ramp type demands, thereafter many papers were done on this topic. For examples, Mandal and Pal [2] considered inventory system with deterioration items. Wu et al. [3] constructed an inventory model in which the backlogging rate is relative to the waiting time. Wu and Ouyang [4] studied inventory systems with two different strategies, starting with stock or C.T.Tung, P.S.Deng, J.P.C.Chuang / Note on Inventory Models 112 shortage. Wu [5] and Giri et al. [6] developed inventory models with the Weibull distributed deterioration. Deng [7] revised Wu et al. [3] to provide a complete solution structure. Manna and Chaudhuri [8] extended inventory models with variable deteriorating rate. Deng et al. [9] modified Mandal, and Pal [2] and Wu and Ouyang [4] to find the optimal solution. Skouri et al. [10] extended linear increasing ramp type demand to arbitrary increasing ramp type demand. Cheng and Wang [11] studied inventory models with a trapezoidal type demand. Cheng et al. [12] improved Cheng and Wang [11] from linear increasing and linear decreasing to arbitrary increasing and arbitrary decreasing trapezoidal type demand. In the above mentioned papers, the problem was solved by dividing it within different domains of the demand type; so, a detailed solution process was presented, but their solution structures contained many different cases, which resulted in very complicated solution method. We have read Chang et al. [13] and found that it contains an interesting discovery, that is, the smoothly connected property. We may predict that the smoothly connected property will help researchers to solve, previously mentioned, complex solution algorithms. However, Chang et al. [13] contained several questionable results that may set an obstacle for ordinary readers to understand their paper and then apply the smoothly connected property in their future research. The purpose of this paper is to provid a patch work for Chang et al. [13] to aid researchers absorb their important findings.
NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
The mathematical model in this paper is developed on the basis of the following assumptions and notations. 
OUR PATCH WORK FOR THEIR DERIVATIONS
We provide some patch work to help ordinary readers to absorb the important inventory model of Chang at all. They forgot to define ( )
From the text, we can assume that
such that ( ) ( )
They divided the problem into two cases: Case 1: T M > and Case 2: T M ≤ .
For the Case 1, after they derive the total cost, 1 ( ) C T , as follows
C T A hR e e dudt PR e dt T PRI e e dudt PRI M t dt
they assume that 1 ( ) V T is the average total cost per unit time. However, they did not define 1 ( ) V T . From the text, we can assume that
They found that C.T.Tung, P.S.Deng, J.P.C.Chuang / Note on Inventory Models 114 ( ) 
We must point out that the second term of 1 
They tried to show that
is a convex function so they obtained that ( ) 
T g t g T k T e dt T T T e
θ = + − ∫ ,(7) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T T T g t g u g T g t t k T T e e dudt T T T e e dt
2 2
k T T e e dudt T T T e e dt
where we already use ( ) ( ) 
dk T T T T T e e dt e dT
We must point that their result of 2 
On the other hand, they obtained that
We also revise their finding as
They tried to use the Hospital rule to show that 1 ( ) lim 
Their claim of 1 ( ) lim 
PRI
T e e dt θ θ
We have checked their findings for Case 2, and found that there is no questionable results in their derivations.
DIRECTION FOR THE FUTURE RESEARCH
In their paper, Chang et al. [13] 
They discovered that
and ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Hence, using the convexity property of 1 ( ) V T and 2 ( ) V T , 1 ( ) V T and 2 ( ) V T can not both have interior minimum, such that depending on the sign of ( ) f M , they found the optimal solution, say ( ) 
We must improve their expression as follows ( )
We can predict that this kind of approach in showing that the interior optimal solution only happens inside one interval will be very useful when dealing with some inventory models with multiple demand patterns. For examples, inventory models with ramp type demand, Hill [1] , Wu et al. [3] , Wu and Ouyang [4] , Wu [5] , Giri et al. [6] , Deng [7] , Manna and Chaudhuri [8] , Deng et al. [9] , and Skouri et al. [10] , and inventory models with trapezoidal type demand, Cheng and Wang [11] , and Cheng et al. [12] .
CONCLUSION
In Chang et al. [13] , the authors abstractly treated the deterioration as a nondecreasing function, which allows their model to be applied in many possible practical applications. For examples, they provided two special cases: linear deterioration and twoparameter Weibull distribution. However, in their paper, there are several questionable results that may hamper ordinary readers to comprehend their important findings of smoothly connected properties. Hence, in this note, we provide a patch work to help practitioners to absorb their achievement and then apply their findings to future research works.
